
 
 
February 10, 2009                                          
 
Mr. Edward Hampston, P.E. 
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 
Division of Environmental Remediation 
Remedial Bureau D – 12th Floor 
625 Broadway 
Albany, NY  12233-7013 
 

Re: 100-120 Apollo St Property 
Interim Remedial Measure Construction Summary 
Report and Operations, Maintenance & Monitoring 
Plan                                                                                                    
Greenpoint Section – Brooklyn, New York  
 

 
Dear Mr. Hampston: 
 
Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC), on behalf of Texaco Inc. (Texaco), 
respectfully submits this Interim Remedial Measure (IRM) Construction Summary Report and 
Operations, Maintenance and Monitoring (OM&M) Plan for the above referenced property.  This 
report was prepared by SAIC for Texaco under the existing order on consent no. D2-1111-01-05 
between Texaco and the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 
(NYSDEC).  Texaco neither owned nor maintained operations on the 100-120 Apollo Street 
property (the Apollo Street property) and is not accepting responsibility for the impacts on the 
property, but has completed this IRM in an effort to continue to work cooperatively with the 
NYSDEC and further improve the quality of Newtown Creek.  ExxonMobil provided technical 
input during development of the IRM workplan.   
 
The purpose of this report is to both summarize construction of the IRM designed to address the 
Phase Separated Hydrocarbons (PSH) seep into Newtown Creek from the Apollo Street property 
and to provide an OM&M Plan as outlined in an October 10, 2008 letter from NYSDEC.  This 
construction report and OM&M plan were structured using criteria presented in the December 
25, 2002 NYSDEC DER-10 Technical Guidance for Site Investigation and Remediation 
publication.  
 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 
 
The Apollo Street property is situated at 100-120 Apollo Street in the Greenpoint section of 
Brooklyn, New York.  The northern boundary of the Apollo Street property is formed by 
Newtown Creek and has been the site of a historic PSH seep. The bulkhead on the Apollo Street 
property consists of an 8’ high concrete gravity wall on both a timber relieving platform and a 
timber crib wall retaining inboard fill.  Additional fill exists an estimated 6-8’ above the top of 
the gravity wall.  The bottom of the concrete gravity wall and the top of the timber substructure 
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are situated at approximately mean low sea level.  The thickness of the gravity wall is unknown.  
A Site Location map is presented as Figure 1.  A Site Map is presented as Figure 2.   
 
All but the easternmost 60’of the Apollo Street property bulkhead consist of a timber pile 
supported, timber relieving platform (timber decking) situated atop a series of 12” x 12” timber 
“headers,” which in turn rest atop bents of timber pilings.  The remaining eastern portion of the 
bulkhead consists of a timber crib platform bulkhead.  Diagrams illustrating the typical 
construction of the timber crib and relieving platform bulkheads are presented as Figures 3, 4, 
and 5.    
 
The timber crib section of the Apollo Street property bulkhead extends from the western edge of 
the steel Empire Merchants bulkhead, westwards approximately 60’.  In most of this area, 
horizontal timbers extend from approximately mean sea level to the mudline of Newtown Creek.  
At the western edge of the timber crib bulkhead, an exposed area is present beneath the concrete 
gravity wall structure where horizontal timbers are absent.  In this area, a void is present and 
extends inland beneath the concrete gravity wall.  The depth from the timber crib/gravity wall 
intersection to the mudline varies from approximately 5 to 9’.   
 
Based on visual observations documented in previous SAIC reports, PSH seepage at the Apollo 
Street property primarily occurred through three distinct areas along the eastern 60’ of the Apollo 
Street property timber crib bulkhead: (1) from rectangular wooden breaches within the horizontal 
timbers (potential joints between crib sections); (2) from the intersection between the horizontal 
timbers and the overlying concrete gravity wall; and (3) from cracks within the overlying 
concrete gravity wall.   
 
On September 25, 2008, SAIC submitted a Seep Abatement Options IRM Workplan to NYSDEC 
on behalf of Texaco.  The IRM approach consisted of these three components: (1) resurfacing 
cracked and spalled portions of the existing concrete gravity wall through which PSH seeped; (2) 
installation of an impermeable barrier to prevent PSH seepage through the timber crib bulkhead, and 
(3) recovery of accumulated PSH via existing wells and/or newly installed recovery points.   
 

CONSTRUCTION SUMMARY 
 
Initial bulkhead assessment activities were completed on February 19, 2008.  The actual 
construction details were documented and the structural integrity of the bulkhead was determined 
during the assessment.   The subject area was measured using a graduated tape and stationed at 
10’ intervals with marking paint.  The subject area started from 10’east of the grout wall (Station 
0) on the Empire Merchants property and ended at the east side of Apollo Street (Station 780).  
The station ID numbers are visible in the construction photos and are cited in the following text.  
For reference, the junction of the Empire Merchants and Steel Equities bulkheads are located at 
approximately 453’ (453’west of Station 0); the junction of the timber crib and relieving 
platform bulkheads is located at approximately 512’; and the down creek barrier return was 
installed at approximately 522’.  A generalized site map is presented as Figure 6. 
 
Although the initial assessment activities focused on two properties, the implemented IRM 
focused on the timber crib section of the Apollo Street property bulkhead (Station 453’ to 522’).  
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This is the only section of the Apollo Street bulkhead that exhibited a PSH and sheen seep in 
February 2008.  On the Empire Merchants property, the seep of PSH has been stopped and only 
intermittent sheens exist.  
 
Concrete Gravity Wall Resurfacing  
Implementation of the IRM commenced on September 29, 2008.  The first step was to resurface 
cracked and spalled portions of the existing concrete gravity wall through which PSH seeped into 
Newtown Creek.  As documented during previous SAIC bulkhead inspections, the gravity wall 
contained several large cracks and a joint through which PSH seeped.  These cracks are depicted 
in photos #1 and #2 of the Photo Log presented as Attachment A.   
 
Before the concrete gravity wall resurfacing could occur, the embankment above the gravity wall 
was first cleared of overgrown vegetation.  The gravity wall was then pressure washed to remove 
historical oil stains and loose debris from the concrete surface.  Weathered and spalled pieces of 
concrete were then removed from the gravity wall face and from along the major cracks and 
joints.     
 
After the historical oil stains and loose debris were removed from the gravity wall, wooden 
forms were installed to cover cracked and spalled portions of the concrete gravity wall.  A series 
of ¾” plywood forms were anchored to the gravity wall using 5/16” x 2 ½” lag screws.  Pumping 
ports were then installed into the plywood forms to facilitate the injection of concrete between 
the forms and the gravity wall.  A total of 12 forms were attached to the gravity wall.  The 
wooden forms and pumping ports are depicted in Photos #7 and #8 of the Photo Log. 
 
On November 20, 2008, 6.5 cubic yards of a high strength, quick curing concrete mix (4000 PSI 
concrete with sand sized aggregate and plasticizer) was pumped to resurface the gravity wall.  
Photo #9 depicts the injection of concrete through the pumping ports.  The concrete was left to 
cure until November 24, 2008 when the forms were removed from the gravity wall.  Additional 
resurfacing was then completed by hand application of a fast setting hydraulic cement (BASF 
material #51722052) in order to create a smooth surface to attach the barrier membrane.  The 
hydraulic cement specifications are presented Attachment B.      
 
Barrier Installation 
Upon completion of the gravity wall resurfacing, an impermeable barrier was installed to prevent 
PSH from seeping through the timber crib bulkhead.  The barrier membrane consists of the same 
material comprising the globe containment booms employed by Texaco in Newtown Creek, a .155” 
thick (+/- .015”) interwoven polyester fabric with a PVC elastomer.  Two (2) 50’ sections of the 6’ 
tall membrane were utilized to construct the barrier.  The fabric specifications are presented in 
Attachment C.   
   
The top of the barrier membrane was anchored directly to the concrete gravity wall approximately 
18” above the intersection between, with the bottom of the gravity wall and the timber crib bulkhead 
using 8” x ½” concrete wedge anchors.  The anchors were installed (in sequence) through strips 
of ¼” diameter aluminum flat stock, the barrier membrane, and a 3/16” rubber gasket to the 
concrete gravity wall.  The anchors were tightened to compress the aluminum, barrier membrane, 
and gasket firmly against the resurfaced concrete gravity wall to create a competent seal.  This 
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seal was further fortified using A-788 Splash Zone epoxy (Splash Zone epoxy), a two-part 
marine epoxy, along the top barrier edge.  Splash Zone epoxy specifications are presented in 
Attachment D.   
 
The bottom of the barrier membrane extends 4.5’ below the intersection of the gravity wall and 
timber crib bulkhead.  The barrier was designed to act as a baffle, to contain PSH and sheens.  The 
membrane is not anchored at the bottom, and hangs freely several feet above the mudline but below 
the creek surface at extreme low tide.  
 
The junction of the two barrier sections is located at the 500’ station.  At this junction, the two 
membrane sections were overlapped approximately 12”.  This area is shown in Photo #16.  In the top 
portion of the junction, concrete anchors were installed (in sequence) through a strip of aluminum 
flat stock, the western membrane section, a rubber gasket, and the eastern membrane section to 
the concrete gravity wall.  In the area below the gravity wall, a void exists in the timber crib 
bulkhead.  In order to anchor the materials together, a piece of pressure treated lumber was 
placed behind the eastern barrier membrane to provide a firm anchoring surface.  The materials 
were lag screwed into the lumber and Splash Zone epoxy was used to fortify the seal.   
 
The up-creek (eastern) barrier section spans from the Empire Merchants/Apollo Street property 
bulkhead junction at station 452’ to the 500’ station.  In order to create a competent seal between 
the barrier and the Empire Merchants steel bulkhead, the membrane was wedged into a gap 
between the steel bulkhead and the gravity wall using pressure treated lumber.  The gap was filled 
with epoxy to create a competent hydraulic seal.  Photo #17 depicts the eastern edge of the barrier.  
 
The down-creek (western) barrier section extends from the 500’ station to approximately 10’ west 
of the timber crib bulkhead.  At station 522’, the barrier turns 90° inland beneath the relieving 
platform bulkhead to create a down creek “return” that is perpendicular to the creek flow direction.  
With the assistance of divers, the return was installed beneath the relieving platform decking, 
approximately 18’ inland from the bulkhead.  Figure #6 presents a diagrammatic view of the down-
creek return. 
 
In order to install the down creek return, an oil spill response boom ‘slide’ connector was installed 
beneath the relieving platform decking to a 12” x 12” relieving platform header.  Slide connectors are 
typically used to provide water tight seals between sections of containment boom.  Photos #18, #19, 
and #20 show this connector.  After installation, Splash Zone epoxy was utilized to fortify the seal 
between the connector and the header.  An additional Slide connector was then installed to a section 
of the barrier membrane.  The two Slide connectors were joined and the membrane was slid 18’ 
beneath the relieving platform bulkhead to create the down creek barrier return.  The ASTM 
specification for Slide connectors is included in Attachment E.     
   
Although the divers were able to measure 20’ (approximately) inland from the southern edge of the 
down-creek barrier return, access to these areas was prohibited by the increasingly shallow mudline, 
limited working space and zero visibility conditions.    
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PSH Recovery 
The final component of the IRM is PSH and groundwater recovery from existing landside 
recovery wells. As subsurface PSH accumulates behind the resurfaced concrete gravity wall and 
membrane barrier, it is removed via landside recovery well CMW-43R located within the timber 
crib section of the bulkhead. SAIC, on behalf of Texaco, currently operates a total fluids 
recovery system on the former Paragon Oil terminal, adjacent to the Apollo Street property.  
Recovery well CMW-43R, located at the northeast corner of the Apollo Street property landside 
of the timber crib bulkhead currently functions as a recovery well for the Total Fluids Recovery 
System.   
 
Total fluids recovery from CMW-43R was initiated on February 12, 2008 using a QED Short 
AP-4/TL (Top Loading) pneumatic pump.  The AP-4 pump is 42” in length, 3.5” in diameter, 14 
lbs. in weight, and pushes 0.22 to 0.36 gallons through per stroke, with a maximum flow rate of 
approximately 6 gallons per minute.  QED Short AP-4/TL pump specifications are presented in 
Attachment F.  Recovered fluids are transferred to the Total Fluids Recovery System on the 
former Paragon Oil property, where PSH and water are separated.  Recovered PSH is 
subsequently transported offsite for recycling while recovered water is treated onsite and 
discharged under permit to the New York City Department of Environmental Protection 
(NYCDEP) combined sewer system. 
 
One additional groundwater monitoring well, CMW-17, is currently located directly landside of 
the timber crib bulkhead.  An air-powered recovery pump with a floating inlet, the QED SPG4 
Auto Genie, will be utilized to skim any PSH from CMW-17R as deemed necessary to abate the 
seep of PSH into Newtown Creek.  QED SPG4 Auto Genie pump specifications are presented in 
Attachment G.  Since the installation of CMW-17 in 2006, PSH has never been present in this 
well.  However the skimming pump with a floating intake will serve to remove any PSH that 
may accumulate in the well, while not creating a hydraulic gradient. 
 

OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND MONITORING PLAN 
 

An Operation, Maintenance and Monitoring Plan (OM&M plan) was prepared for this project in 
accordance with guidance presented by the New York State Department of Environmental 
Conservation (NYSDEC) in the December 2002 Draft DER-10.  The OM&M plan is presented 
in Appendix A of this report.   
 
A photographic compilation detailing boom compartment C5 is presented in Figure A-2.  
Compartment C5 is located in front of the Apollo Street property timber crib bulkhead in 
Newtown Creek.  Figure A-2 presents photographs documenting C5 during three project phases:  
Phase I - prior to activating total fluids recovery well CMW-43R on February 12, 2008; Phase II 
- after activating CMW-43R on February 12, 2008 and prior to completion of the IRM on 
December 9, 2008; and Phase III - after completion of the IRM on December 9, 2008.  The 
significant reduction of PSH seepage is clearly evident between Phases I and II. Since the barrier 
has been installed, PSH seepage has stopped and only intermittent sheens have been present to 
date. 
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If you have any questions concerning the information presented in this report, please do not 
hesitate to contact either Ms. Gesele Harris of Texaco at 770-984-4190 or Mr. Pete Cagnetta of 
SAIC at 717-901-8841. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
 
 
Peter J. Cagnetta, CPSSc 
Project Manager/Soil Scientist 
 
Attachments 
cc: Gesele Harris (Texaco) 
 Neil Fletcher (Texaco) 
 Stan Luckoski (Texaco) 
 Jerry Ross (PWS&P) 
 Sal Geneva (Empire Merchants) 
 Steve Russo (SPR) 
 Steve Malinowski (CA Rich) 
 Justin Kennedy (Roux Assoc.) 
 Steve Trifiletti (ExxonMobil) 

Alan Michaels (NYSDEC) 
Joe White (NYSDEC) 
Kevin Lumpe (Steel Equities) 

 Olivia Morales (Brooklyn Public Library) 
 Kevin Endriss (BP) 
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